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Making acrylics bloom!

5 FREE TIPS FORNew
 acrylics

painting brilliant



PRO TIP #1

Use professional
acrylic paint

Quality is key



Investing in professional quality brands of acrylic color will

give you the most beautiful results and lessen the

headaches that come from fighting with your tools. I use

Golden, Sennelier, and Utrecht acrylic paints. Student

quality color is fine for small projects or practice sessions,

but you’ll be rewarded with exciting results more quickly if

you make it a habit of using the best paints you can buy. If

you’re just starting out, it’s good to purchase your primary

colors and white in a professional brand first. Over time,

build up your arsenal of color. One of the most exciting

things about working with acrylics is the endless variety of

out-of-the-tube colors you’ll find. Golden in particular

prides itself on having a vast number from which to

choose. Every now and then I treat myself to a new color

and skip the coffee shop!

 

 

PRO TIP #1

good paint is your friend

You can purchase inexpensive

brushes (my favorite brush is the

$2 SG700 Royal Softgrip ¾ inch

flat) and inexpensive cotton

stretch canvases with coupons

from the craft store. Save your

pennies for your paint!
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under-color:
start with

transparents

PRO TIP #2



The first step in achieving that beautiful, blendy color that

glides across the surface of your canvas is to ensure you

have pre-treated your surface with 2 additional layers of

acrylic white gesso on all cotton stretch surfaces. The

brand of gesso is key, and I recommend Art Alternatives or

Golden. Depending on the quality of your cotton stretch

canvas, you may need up to four layers of gesso before it is

time to begin painting. A good quality gesso is essential!

 

Next, start with thin layers of transparent acrylic color.

Acrylic paint by nature is more transparent than oils, and in

many cases there is a sliding scale on the tube that tells you

the amount of transparency versus opacity. By laying in

loose sections of transparent acrylic first, you are able to

build on a smooth surface, and set the stage for some

beautiful color bounce. 

 

You’ll see each stage of how I apply this method, layering

with transparents first, in my online class.

PRO TIP #2

what lies beneath
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STEP 1 – GOOD GESSO

STEP 2 – TRANSPARENTS FIRST



patience pays:
layering is
essential

PRO TIP #3



One of the most significant differences between oils and

acrylics is the endless layering that is possible with acrylics

without resulting in mud. If you are careful to keep your

initial layers thin, avoiding thick and textured applications

until later, you’ll find that shortly after placing a color, you

can absolutely cover it with a different color if needed.

Because acrylics do dry more quickly than oils, remember

you can “step” your colors to build form if your paint dries

too quickly for blending. In other words, a round object

such as a tulip will have a light value in the center of the

shape, and darker values placed along the edges, as the

shape recedes away from the eye. (Value is the lightness or

darkness of color.)

PRO TIP #3

acrylics are forgiving
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Heart String Tulips

Lighter values
in centers

 
&
 

Darker values 
near edges



Play!
forget formality

embrace joy

PRO TIP #4



Why we artists always expect to produce a life-changing

opus each time we pick up the brush is a mystery that

perhaps will never be solved. I learned the hard way that if I

wasn’t enjoying the process, I would stop painting, and the

only bad painting in the world is the one that is not

created.

PRO TIP #4

every painting is a study
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The most beautiful

characteristic of acrylics

is how they easily lend

themselves to joyful

color application.

Making changes,

shifting gears, adding

unexpected garden

visitors are all within

reach when working in

acrylics. You are the

boss of your flowers!

Remember each time

you step into the studio,

you are in a judgment

free zone.

Tumbble Down Daisies



Yummy bits:
those final 

pops
of color!

PRO TIP #5



The day I learned I could pop in pure bits of colorful joy at

the end of the painting was the day I absolutely fell in love

with acrylics. A finished garden is not a finished garden

until you add just a few more flowers, and one can never

have too much color, can one?

PRO TIP #5

the reward at the end
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Those bits of yellow

pollen dust, those dots

of pure periwinkle blue,

sit beautifully atop any of

your floral creations

when applied in rich,

clean acrylic straight out

of the tube. The reward

(and also the temptation)

is there are so many

beautiful colors available

in acrylics, your joyful

color journey will always

feel like it has just begun.

Garden Party Geraniums



New IF YOU LOVED THIS...

Opening soon online with Nancy Medina

An all-new online
acrylic class is coming!
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Big Bold Acrylics


